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Unsolved Questions (Answer Key) 

A. Fill in the blanks. 
 

        1. NLP  
         2. Chatbots  
         3. using technology  
         4. expensive  
         5. Natural language  
         6. Musical intelligence  
         7. Data and algorithm 
         8. adapt  
         9. natural 
        10. Spatial 
 

B. State whether these statements are true or false. 
 
1. False  
2. True  
3. False  
4. False  
5. False  
6. False  
7. True  
8. False  
9. True  
10. False 

 
C. Short answer type questions. 

 
Q 1) What are three important point considered for defining the term intelligent? 
Answer: The three important points considered for defining the term intelligence are learning, understanding 
       the information and applying that knowledge to your life. 
Q 2) Which two words play an important role in making AI machine? 
Answer: Data and Algorithm 
Q 3) Give a few example around you which are not AI. 
Answer: Automatic washing machine, Air conditioners or remote-control fans, Remote control toys-cars and 
         Smart TV are the examples which are not AI 
Q 4) Give any two applications of Computer Vision. 
Answer: Face Lock in Smartphones and Self-driving Cars 
 



Q 5) Give real time applications of NLP. 
Answer: Autocorrect Feature and Chatbot 

  
    D: Long answer type questions: 
 
           Q 1) AI is a bigger picture and machine learning are its sub parts. Explain. 
           Answer: Machine Learning is a subset of AI which uses statistical methods to enable machines to improve 
                   with experience. It is one of the most popular techniques to build AI systems across the globe. It is the 
                   science of getting machines to interpret, process and analyse data in order to solve problems. 

 
                  Deep Learning is a subset of machine learning that is inspired by the functionality of our brain cells 
                  called neurons which led to the concept of artificial neural networks. It is a process of implementing 
                  neural networks on high dimensional data to gain insight and form solutions. 
 
          Q 2) Differentiate between machine learning and Deep learning.  
           Answer: 
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